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MODEM M4HUFACTURIIU3 SQUIPMENT Or THm

ERNS.T HEINKEL AIRPLANE WORKS*

By A. Thormann and H. Jocklsch

This report contains a description of new methods of
fabrication, new equipment, and special tooln, with a view
to supplying data for design from economical points of
view, as well a= to atlmulate the interest of other fac-
tories In improved shop methods.

I. METHOD AND TOOLS FOR CHANGING TZE SECTIONAL SHAPE OF

LIGHT-ALLOY AND STEEL TUBES

The Inception of tho methods dates back to the demand
made about three years ago to bring about some sort of
standardization In the tubular attachment fittings of
light-metal tubes with a view to quantity production and
interchangeability of design. This alin was achieved
through certain refinements of the old inethods employed in
the manufacture of such tubing; na.nely, expansion of the
inside diameter with a mandrel or reduction of the outside
diameter by means of a drawin~ die. While both operations
cannot be made simultaneously by this method, which Is ha-
bitual with gelnkel, the outside diameter can, however, be
reduced first, say, and then the inside diameter given the
denired dimensions. In contrast to the drawing process,
there Is no waste of .tublng when shaping the end, since the
tube itself is not drawn through the die, but the drawplate
is pushed over the tube, which is firmly clamped In ite Un- .
changed part. This method is termed outside drawing (or
contraction) . If the drargilate Is replaced %Y a mandrel,
tho tubo IS drawn from the inside (or expanded).

So far as the construction at all permits, only the
dlinensions specified for gra~e 11 (ISA) are required. Since

*’lNeuere Fertigungsmlttel der Ernst-Helnkel-Elugzqugwerke
G.m.b.H. II Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 15, nos. 1 and 2.
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the manufacturing toleranceti of tubes In their absolute
value are smaller than thq permissible departures (up or
down), tubular shafte require only outside drawing (con- I
traction) and tube holes” onlz Ineide drawing (expansion).
If greater accuracy (grade 8) is specified, a change of
shape 1s effected in” such a manner that”, by outside draw-
ing the expansion is effected first and, by inside drawing,
the contraction first. Both processos are effected In ane
operation through suitable arrangement of the tools.

The dimension.s”of the tools must be so determined
that the size of the subsequently drawn tubing remains
within the desired limits. Owing to the elastic. spring-
back of the material:, the tool dimensions do not agree
with the nominal dimensions of the piece of work. For
higher requirements on accuracy (grade 8) they are deter-
mined empirically, whereby material as well as diameter
and wall thicknes”g must be considered separately.

The design of”“the drawing tools Is conceivably simple
although the tools do make severe demands on the quality
of workmansblp as regards surface, accuracy, and wear re-
sistance. (Here t~e pioneer work was performed by the
C? H. Bernhardt Special Tool factory, Dresden, and the
success of the method is in a large meaeure due to their
efforts.) The operation of the tools is shown In figure 1.

For Inside drawing (or expanding) to ‘i diameter

H 11, only a mandrel is used; for outside drawing (con- .
tractlng) to Do diameter h 11, a drawplate 5s sufficient,

For more accurate (Inside expanding drawing), cay, to Di

diameter H 8, the mandrel i~ followed by a drawplato,
which first reduces the diameter from the outside .SO that
on return of the tool the mandrel glve~ the desired inside
dlmeneion. For outside drawing (contracting), as illus-
trated in figure 1, the procees 1s, of course, reversed.
The subsequent drawing of the tube ends is appropri~tely
made on a vertical hydraulic press, which offers the sim-
plest solution for smooth operation and satisfactory lu-
brication of the tools. A drilling-oil emulsion (50 per-
cent) Is used.

The working speed should not exceed 1 m/min, ta al~ow
the material sufficient time “fOk”form changi”ng. l’or the”
starting ahd return movements, the” h4gher speed easily ob-
tainable with. hydraulic presmes iti useful and therefore
recommended for economical reasons.
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The pressured tiecbssary”for the drawing of thin-
wallpd- tub~pg commonly used In airplane design rango up,..
toabout2 tona. “ “ “-” .’ .

Employed for shaping the process is the shine as for
drawtng, though the necessary pressures may, depending on
tube diameter, wall thickness, and degree of contraction,
assume values approaching the stability of the original
tubb . By dlvldlng the contraction process Into several
stages interspersed with heat treatment, very elaborate
form changes can be effected.

.. .

In new constructioris it is frequently necessary to
find the pressure required for a certain contraction in
advance”, so that a decision maY be made as to a particu-
lar machine and the number of necessary stages. To fol-
low this process mathematically Is very difficult and the
attack of this uroblom by some comnetent narty is earnest-
ly desired. Foi the present
which , in the explored cases
experimental values:

Helnk~l foll~ws a formula
variese15 percent from the

whore

P is contracting Sre9sure (kg)

k, material constant

g
c

= d’ degree of contraction

w, coefficient of friction .
...

O(%@ yteld point (kg/mma) .
..

.. i), .d, and s In mm (cf. fig. 2).

The material constant .k ranges mound 1.6 for the
tools used by Helnkel. .The.design of the tools Is gov-”
erned by the angle of contraction ~ and the probable co-
efficient of friction. With predetermined degree of con-
traction, the contracting pressure is conditional on the

fictor.”
9in m + v

Thud figure 3 shows the influence
sin a cos a “
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of the contra ctfori”angle on the oontr”acting “pressure for
dlfforent p.

The high surface pressures rule out fluid friction
$= 0.2). The boat contracting angle, even with r-gard

form rigidity wa’s”found to be U = 15°.

Tho”limit value of tho degree of ccrntractlon followe
from the condition

( 1C4-1
1++

)
——k=l

sin a 4 cos a $3
-.. .-

whereat the pre~sure of contraction would become equal to
the crushing limit of the tube. In practice the diameter
is contracted In stages of 10 mm; for tube dlametere of
less than 30 mm, the sta~es are 5 mm. To avoid waste of
aluminum tubing, the cold hardening caused by contracting
is removed after each stage’“by heat treatment. Won tubes
contracted in one stage only are given a final heat treat-
ment. Only after-drawn tubes, that is, those whose nomi-
nal diameter has not been changed, are excluded from heat
treatment. ~uring the contraction process the original
cross-sectional area of the tube is not altogether pre-
served, since part of the material flows in the direction
of the tube axis and so lengthens the contracted tube.
The reduction In area approximately follows the empirical
formula:

Subscripts 1 and ~ refer to the areas and diam-
eters before and after form change (fig.. 4).

Tubes of any origin, provided the auitertal and di-
mensions are approved for airplano construction, are euit-
able f,or after-drawing. According to the investigations
In the ~einkel shops on coarse recrystallization in the
cold-shaping of light alloys, however, duralumin tubes are
not suitable for extended form-changing unless their
structure is fine-grained.

The expanding process is similar to the contracting

— .-
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process. Duralumin tublng”can also be expan@d In orlg- .
,.... .Inal.co.pdl.t,iop-.{aircraftmaterial 3116.5)..up to 8 percent

of itO diameter. ‘“1Ca,titract&l or’ expanded tu~e.e can be .
subsequently drqwn -with tolerances up to grade 8.in the
same way as tubes In ths original condition.

The prope.r.preparation within.the specified toler-
ances of the tube ends is almost exclusively carried out
In the cited manner by cold-working, whether the tubes are
of light metal or steel (VCI?, Cr-Mo). ,It was natural to
apply the same method to the callbrat.lon of tubes of
greater lengths; first, in order to adapt tubular shafts
for-receiving levers, bearings, etc.; second, to obtain
cyllnders of thinner walls than are obtalqable. b~ machln.
ing.. Undoubtedly, the tubing purchased from qupply
houses. Is accurate. enough, but from the point of view of
stock-keeping it is desirable to get along with thb com-
mon commercial products r.nd to do the necossar~ redrawing
in onels own shop. The tools required for this are of the
sa:~e type as for the redra~ing of tube ends. All that is
necessary is the proper control so that the fluctuations In
wall thickness occurring In. the commercial tubes do not
lead t~ re~ections. As it pertains to long work, the tools
are clamped In a horizontal hydraulic machine of special
design. The lubrication is assured by pressure pump. The
chief requisite for an unobjec.tlonable finish of the piece
of work and careful treatment of the t“ools is the scrupu-
lous removal of dirt and rust from the tubes before re-
drawing.

Drawn cylinders are spot-welded onto the cylinder
bottom. A.cyllnder. of this kind of 60 mm diameter and 1
mm gago Cr-Mo ~toel tubing wtthstood an inside pressure
of 280. atm. - equivalent to the strenth of the material -
and even then the weld remained uridamaged. ~lgure 5 il-
lustrates the experimental cylinder a’fter &achinlng off

“ the collar, on the bottom of the cylln@er for a study of
the weld. Cylinders of this type offer considerable ad-
vantages both as regards weight as well as econoJ=y. ‘

Owing to the temperature drop at nigh altitude the .
operation of airplane controls is preferably accomplished

. with rods of material of the same heat expansion as used
for the fuselage and the wings. For” this p’srpobe espe-
cially, the contracting procoss offers great advantages
because it mnkes. it po~sible to give the push-pull control .
“rods, which..are primarily streasod in buckl$ng,a struc-
turally b~neficial” shape? so that thel~.ends require less. .
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space for openings, etch The number of structural parts,
while preserving etand=rdlzation,”. cam be reduced by roll-
ing in the thread in the contracted end. This possibili-
ty is the result of the thickening of the wall on con-
tracting, according to the previously cited formula..

A particularly expedient taolutlon Is afforded by the
use of contracted push rods with rolled thread in combi-
nation with the EHV eyes and ad~ustable eyes with self-
alining bearings (Geraan patent), shown In figure 6. In
these the outer ring of the bearings is combined Into one
with the threaded bolt and made of carburized steel so
that only the bearing surface has the necessary hardness
while the thread connection itself romalns soft and can
be drilled with the tube for “safetying” with a pin. The
dust protection of the bearing is oil and acidproof rub-
ber or similar materfal In form of a sliding cover.

Heinkel has now accepted. this method for duralumin
push-pull rods as standard practice after exhaustive tests
had proved their practicability. Six different tubes of
1 mm gage with diameter ranging from 25 to 50 mm were con-
tracted and fitted with M 14 X 1.5 rolled thread. Then
eight different tubes of 1 mm gage with diameters ranging
from 15 to 50 mm were contracted and fitted with rolled
thread M 12 X 1.5. The tabes were tested in tension, com-
pression, buckling, and alternating fatigue load, and
checked for cross-sectional area reduction. In add.ltion,
the tubing material was tested in original and.in finished
condition.

The loading arrangement is shown In figures 7 and 8.
All tubes invariably failed at the point marked 1, except
on the 30 x 1.0 tube with “thread M 14 X 1.5, where the
break occurred In section A.

Table 1 contains a compilation of the strength test
data; the rssult of the subsequent check is shown in fig-
ure 9 as mean value against the corresponding tubes.
Figures 10 and 11 show the experimental tubes after buck-
ling.

The”tubes intended for fatigue-testing were loaded
together with the eye and adjustable eye terminals, accord-
ing to figure 6. Three 20 X 1 tubes with M 12 X 1.5
thread, twice with arid once without check nut were sub-
~ected to a load of P =A200 kg at n = 82 stress rever-
sals per minute. No stratn, cracks, etc., were noticed
after 100,000 stress reversals.

,——- 1-—— -,.- -,-,,,., , II m—-lml m 1 mm
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Two 25 x 1 tubee.with M 14 X 1.5 thread, once with
“ and once without icheck.nut .dtsclo.$ed PO sign of failure

at 100,000 OtreOO reveraalam
----- ..

Zy the same method were Investigated: two 40 x 1
tubes with M 12 X-. 1.5 thread under =400 kg load, as well
as two 50 x 1 tubes with M 14 X 1.5 thread un!ler=600 kg
1oad. Neither case dlsclose~ anything objectionable aft-
er 100,000 stress reversals.

In figure 12 two push reds of the same size (35 X 1)
an~m identical attachment fitting (pin: 8 mm diameter) are
compared. By foregoing all contraction the sample with
Insert”ed piece would appear even plumper than the” new ver-
sion.

The succegs with the push rods prompted the applica-
tion of the method of contracting the tubes and rolling-in
of the thread to other structural parts, such as adjust-
able struts of 55 X 2 chromi-ain-mo”lybdenum steel tubing.
But , owing to the high stress of the toolg, it is impos-
sible to roll a thread smaller than Id25 X 1.5 in steel
tubing. I’or rolled female tnread in duralumin tubing, the
lower limit is ki12 X 1.5.

The “ccntractl=g process can be carried farther, so
“that smaller threa~-cutting becomes possible. The Helnkel
Company, fo+ “exainple, uses a turnbuckle shrunk from 15 X 1
duralumin tubing tc 7.9 mm outside diameter and fitted
with M 5 female thread. Its failiug load was 892 kg, ac-
cording to tsnsile tests. The strength of rolled thread
is, as is known, 15 percent higher than the thread cut by
conv.en~ional method.. .

Tools similar to thoee used for contraction take care. .
of any necessary flanging. One such flange pressed” on to
a 30. X 1 duralumin tu%e for the purpose of holding a spring
w.i.thstocd a failing load of 2,350 kg. The break occurred
“in the unstrained tube, figure 13.

Such a flange can bo conti?iued.and put on the inside,
as Illustrated .in,”the ‘nandle, fi”gure 13. The fluting also
was effecte~ by drawplate. Pollowitig the contraction and
calibrat~ng.,of the fitting end, the grip portion is
flanged, contoured and flattened to.,conform. to the turning
“motions bf the hand. ““ ,. .

. .
Xxpaneions and contractions of” every-kind, symmetri-

.
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cal or asymmotrlcal with the axis of the original tube aro
feasible.

II. SKII? RIVETING

The Customary Riveting Methods,

Range of ”Appllcation, and Special Tools

The dema~d for perfectly smooth surfaces, for aerody-
namical reasons, has led to a multiplicity of riveting
methods. After sufficient experience had been accumulator
the need for some kind of’ standardization in riveting meth-
ods and shop practice became imperative.

In the appended tabulation, figure 14, the riveting
methods used by Helnkel are, so far as they have not as
yet been included in tho statdar3isatlon, indicated by the
letters x, y, and s.

The most Important types of riveting for covering
large surfaces are: mushroom head (P) and flat, counter-
sunk riveting with dimpled sheets (F S x). As regards
strength, both are about equal. . Econow and quallty of
workmanship depend upon type and degree of accessibility.
The following data serve for their appraisal:

1. Mushroom-Head Riveting {F)

This lends itself to hand aad machine operation, fig-
ure 15. To assure a satisfactory closing head, rivets of
finer than standard length graduation are used; cutting-
off therefore is usually ”inevltable. MoreovOr, since very
short rivets are difficult to insert, the patented mush-
room-head rivet-set tool (fig, 16) is employed for machine
operations; It combines tho rivet shank-cutting tool, the
pulling-tight or dimpling tool, and tho dolly; hence the
10SS of time due to changing of tools is a uini~m. After
the rivet Is pulled tight, the free shank Is cut to Its
exact length by the laterally disposed tongs.

However, this ty~e of machine-riveting requires ade-
quate clearance In rivet axis direction, since any devia-
tion of the hammer axis toward the rivet axis, say due to
sloping or wrong shape of the snap, results In defective

—... —.- . —----- . -,-. . . . ,,. .- . ,—.-. . . . .
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work. On the other hand, .In fuselage riveting, the con-
-’ tinuously changing posltlon of” tiil”saxis is spbord.inate

because the snap i.s correctly guided by the rivet head.
Another advantage of %hls rivetln~ method Is that by
forming the closing hearl as a flak flush head it becomes
practloally Impossible to spoil the rivet.
. .

#or &iiving mushroom ’rlvots by hand the snap holding
the rivet .h@ad ?an be the wrong shape, since it merely
represents a shoulder of the dolly. “For this reason,
this .rnethod iS applicable even in places “not “readily ac- .
oesslble; but It Is expensive and should be used only tn
special CasOOm 3’or instance, It takes lemss time to drive
single mushroom ~lvets by hand than to use a rivet hammer
for heading individual Y S x.

In such oases a“dolly with elastic mass is employed
which positively prevents the snap from ~umplng off the
rivet head (fig. 17).

2. 31at, Countersunk Rlvotlng with Dimpled Sheets (F S x)

Only machine rivetincm- I?he process for this is il-
lustrated in figure 18. Given ready accessibility on ap-
proximately upright surfaces, this methad is about as
fast as inushroom rlvetln~.” But for overhoad or slanting
use of the dolly, as in fuselage riveting, for example,
the time involved and the danger of inferior workmanship
are greater, since the forming of the closing head (Y)
cannot be watched a~ closely. In case of restricted ac-
oesslbility, the Y S x machine method Is “definitely su-
perior; the requlslte dollies are adaptable to almost any
form and comparatively aasy to fabricate. ?Igures 19 to
21 show various dollies for riveting in places not readily
accessible.

The rivets are inserted from the oatsido, thus elim-
inating the Irksomo task of the ‘ithreading. m “It ts not
advisable to use tho lower limit of accessib~lity given
In figure 14 any more thcmi is absolutely necessary, be-
cause working wl,th.the ?ecessarlly thin and light dollies
imposes added exertions. .

..
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. . 3. Flat, Countersunk Riveting with ..
. .

Counters&k and Dimpled “Skin ..

(Y S Y/F and R/F S y)

This method is used when the maximum sheet thickness
or the maximum gripping lengths for P and Y S x are ex.
ceeded; The different operating stages are illustrated
in figures 22 to 25 for flush rivats and for mushroom-
head rivets, once with countersinking beginning at the
thickest sheet and tilen with countersinking beginning at
the third sheet. F S y/F in conjunction with F S x iS
primarily a machine method, while R/r .S y . in conjunc-
tion with P lends Itself to either machine or hand aper-
ation, depending upon acc~sslbility.

A-. Flush-Riveting Dimpled HO1OEI and.hivsn~In Sheets

(R/iT S Z)
..

Hand rivotin~ only: The process is Illustrated in”
figure 26. Standard half-round rivet heads arq headed
with flat dolly. T4e sheets are neither Countersunk nor
dimpled but forced into the equall$ deforming rivet head
by flat. driving of the upsGtting mushroom or barrel-shaped
closi~g head. Properly executed, the strength of this
rivet joint will be sufficient, but since It is Impossible
to check the quality of workmanship on the finished piece
(closing head too flatl) tizs method should be abandoned
in favor of P or rsx on all highly stressed struc-
tural parts. 1

If a contoured rivet head is desired, the DIN L 177
“flat, round-head rivets can be used in similar manner
(IiR/F S z). Then the flat dolly is replaced by a dolly
with snap~

111. AUTOM4TIC STRIP INSERTION FOB

DUWIEG-S5EET” SECTIONS (PATENTED)

The sections made of Strip commonly used in airplane
construction can be rolled through separately driven sets
of rolls or else be fabricated by drawing. The rolling

I
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method offers the advantage of” contlnuoue operation, but
... ,.,.sll+~ht incwcumctes.of the rQlln are very apt to caus~

stresses rbeti~tfng in tlie‘r”e~ectlon bf the finished seo-
tions. Uhen drawn through dlos, the strip matoral 1s se-
verely stressed by the hard tran~ltions and cannot be
brought Into tho complicated forms frequently specified.
Yor this reason the Heinkel Company use, wherever feasible,
freely running rolls for.the drawing of sections. The .
only drawbadk of this method, the loeFJ of ttmo involved,
in the”threadlng of a new-strip through opening .and clos-

. Ing of the top rolls, wag overcome with a drive for the
top roll which operates onl”y during the insertion process.
The drive Is derived from the return roll of the traotion
chain and transmitted over chain drives to the top roll.
The tranmmiagi.one me selected so an to increase the
driving speeds from roll to roll and to maintain the speed
of the traction chain.higher than the driving speed of the
last roll. The individual rolle are coupled acrosa a sim-
ple claw and freewheeling with their momentary drive.

This method prec~udes any compression of the section
between the individual. sets of rolls daring the Insertion
process; the section is continuously under teneion and
the entire driving gear runs idle after the section has
been gripped by the draw carriage.

Wren short plecee of strip can be oconomlcally used
up in this manner. The clamping device of the drawing
oarriage 1S fitted to tLe section so t“~t there ig no
waste due to crushing, and making it poseible to produce
sectione.of greater length, oven on ehqr.t draw benches by
taecondary fe~d.

. .

IV. .SILEHT (PANEL) BEATING TOOL

. .

Deepite. the great progrese made in the automatic
shaping of sectione into frames, etc., it Is not always
poesible to avo~d manual shaping operation in airplane.
oonetructlon. The conventional pneumatic drop hammers
used for these operatlone have been for yeare a menace

.. to,..$hq~hea-ltho,f the. yorkers, quite apart from the effects
of the penetrating noise on tlie nerves of all other work-
ers In the chop. Conelderatlon for the welfare of the
employees has at last prompted the uee of forces other
than by blows. It was found after exhaustive studies that
the well-known action of the toggle lever press promieed

.

~-mmm.m.mmmm -n.–.- ,.. .. , .
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quickeslt ‘results. And the very first” experimental &chine
developed on thie prlnclplb proved successful. “The necos-
aary shaping tools themselves remained as before. The
drive glvee the upper tool holder a stroke of 1.2 mm with
a frequency of 700 blows per minute. The-actIon of the
individual pressures is controlled by the “spticlng of the
two tools at dead center and regulated b? vertical adjust-
ment of the bottom tool. This adjustment is effected by
a simple screw spindle with foot-pawl “operation. The ad-
~u-sting force necessary for this Is moderate, since ad-
justment can be made only In the prossuro-free part of the

. stroke and the end pressures are absorbed by self-locking
of’the spindle.

The upper too”l being movable upward and sideways, the
drawing pressure can be applied at any desired point of
the section. Thie adjust~ent Is obtained by supporting
the upper tool holder In a “double eccentric whose two ad-
justing levers are easily operable. Since with’ a stroke
of only 1.2 mm.the clearance in the joints would permit of
no satisfactory operation and cause disturbing noises, the
upper tool holder is provided with a spring of high. oscil-
lation frequency, which acts against the driving pressure.

The framework is dasignod for 50-ton maximum pressure
and fitted with a safety device for 30-ton ultimate load.
The motlTe” power for this range is 5 horsepower. The ma-
chine not only meets the requirements as regards absence of
noise but actually Increases the quality of production con-
siderably. Jerky feeding by hand Is impossible because of
the highfbequency; the section passes through almost auto-
matically if the sectlo~ is pushed ahead steadily, &fford-
ing a smocth, uniform surface. Judged by the experiences
gained thus far, a 5C-percent greater output over the con-
ventional air hammers is anticipated. Yot being bound to
tho uneconomical compressed air, the machine can also be
used for portable plants: it likewise eliminates keeping
a number of rarely used form-fitting tools in stock, which
is of _vltal importance In experimental design. For in-
stance, U-shaped arcs of 2 mm sheet thickness, with an 80
mm web height and 30 mm flange width heretofore shaped
from sheet over form-fttting tools can be obtained more

.economically by driving from previously beveled channel-
sections.
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:V. BEAM S~. MILLIHG M4CHINrn ..
.. . . ., .-, . .. . .

The butt etrape of “beams usual”ly ”wedg’e-shaped for
statical reasons can, of course, be fabricated afl a roll-
ing mill product, but much ready rolled plates are prac-
tically out of the question l-n experimental Gonstructlonc
first, beeause the restricted number of Buch plates re=
quired would make an” order for rolling uneconomical, then
too, dellvery oould not,he had Immediately. For this. rea-
son, the Hei.nkel Company had the firm of Paul Knopp,
Berlin S W 19, develop and construct & milling machine
w-nich meets tho requirements satisfactorily and makes the
tedloue and at the same time expensiye hand work alto-
gether superfluous. Plates up to 15 mm thickness and 150
ma width and of any length can be utilized on this machine,
and any degired pitch from l:w to about 1:20 can be
milled with tho mechanical speed regulator. For this .pur-
pose the feed screw is driven over a revolution regulator
with adjustable speed. Rith this regulator the feed screw
cap run forward or backward or be.locked, In the latter
case, the milled plates will be of constant thickness.
Direction of rotation with the cut gives taper, aga~nst
the cut gives the op~bsite effect.

The uilling cutter oporatos at 250 and at 450 m/min.
cutting speeds. It has a tw~-speed feed. T@e higher
stage 1 m/min. Is for roughing down, the other for finish-
ing. Tho thickness of the chip properly ranges between
0.5 and 0.8 mu for roughing. The feed rollors are lnter-
c-hangeable and can be exchanged for section rollors. For
exauple, angle sections with shanks up to 30 mm can be
iullled.

. ..
Samples from this machine are:

.Duraluainum fitting plate, 4 x 100 X 2,720, thanned
down to 1.5 mm at both ends for a distance of 200 mm;

A 15 x 126 x 4,112 mm plate of the same metal thinned
down over its entire length of” 15 an to 2.6 mm.

The finished product has em unobjectionably smooth
s.wface and requires no finiehirlg by hand.

.,
..b

. . .,, . .
--- .
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VI. DEILLIHG. AND COUNTXRSINKIHG. TOOLS ”FOR

MOUNTING STANDARD PARTS

..

Small piecee wtth several fitted holes, such:as riv-
eted nuts,” cowling batches, etc., are numerous in every
airplane. Since the bolos have been”largoly Standardized,
the multiple drill developo~ by tho Heinkel Company shops
is very gracticalm They me simply attached to tho con-
ventional drills aad give tho desired attachment bolos in “
one operation (fig.. 27).

Tha covers and lids, etc., fastened on wings with
riveted nuts, etc. , nust, if”thoy have to transmit strbesoe,
be reamed or countersunk togother with their support in
order to assure proper contdct of the bolt or countersunk
screw. The Holnkol Company has dev~loped a countersinking
milling cutter for this work (fig. 28). The epin310 is
screwed into the previously rlvcted nut a~d presses the
layers tightly together. The milling cutter turns freely
around the spindle and is driven-by an ordinary machine
drill. The feed Is maintained by a hand lever with ad-
justable stop. This tool affords not merely proper con-
tact of the countersunk screw but also a consistently
identical depression, the axis of which is coincident with
that of the screw thread.

VII. TOOLS FOR CREASING THIN SHEET

This tool simply consiets of two ordinary staggered
ball bearings. Fastened to the workbench, it insures a
clean crease of any length. For creasing edge falrings
without enlarging the shanks or for creasing alread~ fit-
ted sheets, a hand-creasing tool had been developed. On
it one of the two rollers~ moves on the eccentric pin of a
continuous spindle, so that it can be adjusted according
to sheet thickness”. The two guide rollers themselves are
adjustable.

The ~ame pieces are used In a pound creasing tool for
crimping the edges of openings especially in repair work.
Since the guide rollers ue adjustable, tho tool is prac-
tical for holes of any diameter and width of crease.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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!l!KELE1. Strength of the ExperimentalTubes Before and After Testing- !censiloand CompressionTest IBta

Rolled Thread

Tube dianeter (1 ~e)

Length l . . . . . . ..na

Length 21. . . . . . ..nu

Tensile strength ~+o .a=1~ ‘

after test u+Jj kg/nu~
a_om B&/m”

Hurher of heat treatnentsafter
finishingprocess

BU.olclingload. . . . . . . &

hilhg had In tension . kg

Ar~oflm3ak.. . . . . . ma

(YE . . . . . . . . . . . IiKg/mla

15

30C

17m5

37-7
46.5
31.2

43.5
3399

90C

900

26.1

34.6

20

404

17.5

34.0
46.3

35.9

28.5

45.6
26.6

1100

1450

36.8

39.4

M 12 x 1.5

25 r 3C

y)o 513

17.5 17.5

36.0 29.5
tint? 46*C
35.7 32.1

26.2 30.6

41.7 45.3
25.2 27mc

1. 1

1200 2050

1625 2700

45.7 66.5

40.4 40A

35

64)2

17.5

30.1

44.J
35*7

J1.tl

48.5
3101

1

23ca

3090

66.5

46.3

39*9

600

17.5

30.0
45.1
36.0

30.6

46.3

2

2300

3200

7397

43.5

44mg

602

17.5

30.1

44.4
31.4

43.G

3

2475

3310

7&6

42.3

9

595

17.5

31./3
46.1

27.3

3

2750

3550

g3.6

45.2

#

25 30

496 606

16.5 16.5

36.0 29.5

U.t! 46.0

35.7 32.1

26.9 2g.1

- 44.9
24.0 27.13

1 1

1425 My)

1925 2650

52.5 60.;

36.6 4J.g

ld14)(l.5 ;

35

599

16.5

30.1
44.3

3597

31.3

49.5
31.9

1

2450

3050

6&2

44.6

39.9

602

16.5
.

30.0

Wj.1
36.0

30.5

46.1

2

3250

7395

44.3

-

u:e
5%

16.5

30.1
44.4
31.4

26.2

43.7
m

2

26’00

35Y

if7.2

40A

I

16.5 ~
P.

g7.2

I
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.1 ! -/&nchz Tension flange with
otary locking..,I,,,, Sleeve
Mandrel

Drawplate

rl--Pipe
i

-7-’&J
Figure 2.- Contracted thin-walled tube.

L._:l!-.,L._&’a”e
Figure 1.- Outside drawing

(or expanding) tool.

,*. .,

Contraction angle a

Figure 3.- Effect of contr&c-
tion angle on the

contracting pressure for dif-
ferent coefficients of friction

Figure 4.- Contracted thin-wall tube.

*“ ~~-+..-----~—. —. -—._ _----.--=4=:

F@re 6.- Push rod with adjustable eye.

----------—-
Buckling test

Section A Tensile test Br&ik 1

Figures 7,8.- Loading arrangement for
buckling and tensile

tests.
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Figure 5.- Test cylinder.
d

. ..
,..

. .. . . ..,,,

-lw?.w?+---------- . .
-q,. .,,..

.

. . . . .. . ..’.”

Figure 28.- Countersinking cutter.

rig. 10 M 14 X1.5 Fig. 11 M 12xl.5
Figures 10,11.- Ikiluzw of a ●eriea of test tubes with rolled thead.
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~igure $3.-Crose-sectionalchange on contractinghralumln tubes
of differentoriginal diameter to 20 n dieawter.
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~ter
3

me of rivetingt diw
2.6

1.2

1.8

Construction8ise6

Maximum sheet thickness ●_ 1

1.4
---

1.2

2.1 ~ ‘-
Dimpled ?

Maximum gripping length Sxl

13 -P Fssff
Maximum gripping length sx~

Normal sheet thicbess I!hickmt
sheet
counter
sunk
Counter-
sink
start
3rd
sheet
kteide
sheet
counter
4mk_

:**

~e’wfa” m’ ““
6.5 ,’**.. 0,

4 ●.

Counter- ~
Sunk E
sheets Y
(Y) ~
and
flat *
counter-?

Mini- sheet thickness -Y1 1 1.2

Countersinkdikter ~ 4.8 5.7

Least sheet thickness
for second sheet in

flap riveting.(hingedplates)
‘Y2

0.6 0.8
sunk
sheets 8“

Related countersink
diameter

‘2
3.4 4.4

I Fw RfFs FS/FS

1Maximum sheet thickness S2 0.6 0.8
Dimpled
sheets
(2)

1.4

1

1.8

1.3

Maximum grippinglength S~l

--” “R~FSa”. ,FRfFSi.

1.5-imm gripping length %2
1--a w —+4

“--7-P-’-a”
By unrestrictedaccessibility: On closed sections,

I

For low clearance dge riveting
adjoiningwalls, etc. FSx/FforH~12: of thin sheets
Flat countersunkriveting,R/~e M HzS I@S*
FSx/F or FSy/F :by hand =1

rivetingalso mushroom
riveting,R/FSy,R/~z

Figure 14.. Skin rivetingmethods.

For flaps
in air
stream

(wings end fuselage-)

Flat countersunkriveting
F’Sx/For FSy/l?;

Mushroom rivetingor R/~
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Haumer side for

+

hand operation. ,4&l m

Ha&& sida,for t“

iving

tion ‘-

.

+,a.,

machine riv~ting ~ ‘
Dimp- DrInker- ..

rigure 15.- Hushroom-head
riveting.

Ju-=
~igure 17.- Dolly with elastic

nass and curved set
for hand driving.

!Eid,
./4

6J/l
‘...

‘a

---
-b

8ection 8ection u

A-B C-D

~igures 19-21.- ?l&t countermnk
for limited ●ccessibility.

Eand
hammr

?s,
a

?s,
. a

~ill : Iniert Dimple Drive
Ccn&ter-
sink

Figures 24,25.- Count@r*
riveting with roundhead rivet~-

Hgure 16.- Mushroom riveti~ tool.
(machine operation).

Inser-
tion

rigure 18.- nat

Dimp- Driving
ling

countermmk riveting,

Air hammer
(machine only) I 11!1

n,
r

?igores 22,23.- Countermnkriveting
with flat counter-

sunk rtvetm.

Iiaimer

““ Iriser-Tight- @-
tion ening 9et-

ting

?igure 26.- Riveting with
ill●heots.

flat

mer-
iqg

forced-
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